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This paper reviewed the mechanisms whereby
the Laporte—forbidden lanthanide ion f—f

ticular there are cert.ainf—ftransitions, called
hypes’sensitive by CiC. J~lrgensenand B.R.

transitions gain intensity. In particular, the possible physical causes of the phenomenon of
“hypersensitivity” were considered. After assessing the various theories that had been pro-.
posed, it was concluded that only the ligand
polarisation mechanism, in which the metal ion
transitions gain intensity from the allowed
ligand transitions, could account
for all the ex5
perimental facts. [The SC! indicates that this
paper has been cited in over 205 publications.}
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whose intensities are very sensitive

to the environment: for example, the
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transition of Nd is about 100
12 larger
512 in gas-phase NdI than in the
times
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aqua jon. Shortly before3 I started my

research, a general theory of lanthanide intensities had been published by Judd2 and by
CS. Ofelt) Although the judd-Ofelt theory is
the basis for understanding lanthanide intensities, it does not in itself explain hypersensitivity.
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My PhD work at the University of Dundee
involved the synthesis of new heteropoly anions containing lanthanide elements. During
the course of my work, I became mose and
moie intrcrrded in the spectroscopyof the Lenthanide ions and particularly in the intensity
ofthef—ftraiaitions. It was (and is~tfrequently
said thatf—f spectra are ~
because
they de end little on the chemical environmeet of91the ion, due to the strong shielding
e~ectofthe 5s and Np electrons. it is certainly
truethat for lanthanide co,~k~es
in solution
the energies of the f—f transitions am fairly
sinilar from congaound to compound, but thi~
is certainly not true of the intensities. In par-

After my PhD I went to King’sCollege, London, on an SKC~ATOfellowship to work with
S.F. Mason. I decided to look at all the suggestions that had been put forward to explain
hypersensitivity and, where appropriate, test
them experimentally. Finally, in conjunction
with Mason and Brian Stewa.t I proposed our
own solution to
4 the problem—Ugand Polarnation Theory. While this work was in progress,it became clear that there was a lack of
a suitable review on the subject of lanthanide
intensities and in particular of one that explained the various theories and suggestions
in language that chemists could understand.
I think there are various reasons the review
has been successful. First of all, it came at just
the right time There had been a good deal
published on the subject 5during the decade or
so before 1975 but few ” major theoretical
advances since, so it still essentially represents
the state of the subject. Second, it is a critical
review—indeed, it was specifically designed
as such. Third, it attempted to make a subject
that had largely been developed by physicists
and mathematicians coniprehensibleto chemists (and especially the author!). I would like
to believe that the last reason is the main explanation for the review’s success
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